
It’s time to take your digital marketing campaigns to the next level. 
The first step is acquiring new subscribers—so you can continue the 
conversation, build new relationships, and maximize your return on 
marketing investments. 

Strategies for acquiring new subscribers:

Web opt-in: Capture name and email to initiate a welcome message.

Social opt-in: Leverage your Facebook fans and Twitter followers to 
help grow your list.

SMS opt-in: Allow customers to opt into email via mobile or in-store 
text responses.

Push opt-in: Use app downloads to acquire a direct  communication channel.

First impressions are important. Subscribers are the most engaged 
they’ll ever be at the point of opt in. It’s the perfect opportunity 
to introduce yourself, emphasize the value of your personalized 
messages, and begin building a strong relationship.

Strategies for onboarding new subscribers:

Welcome: Set expectations about the type and frequency of email 
communications. Remind subscribers how they opted in (latest online 
order, SMS, etc.).

Confirm: Track subscriber profile information while including an 
incentive for full completion.

Reward: Provide a valuable offer to reaffirm the customer’s reason 
for subscribing. Invite subscribers to further connect with your brand 
community via a social network.

So you’ve acquired and welcomed new subscribers. Now what? Keep 
it interesting with relevant communications and compelling content 
that will help you reach your business goals—converting prospects 
into customers and expanding relationships with existing customers.

Strategies for engaging your subscribers:

Anniversary: Thank individual subscribers on the anniversary of their 
subscription or first purchase. Include a discount offer or special 
promotion as a bonus to nuture the relationship.

Birthday: Enable subscribers to share wish list items with family 
and friends two weeks prior to their birthdays, then follow up with a 
personalized offer on the actual day.

Abandoned cart: Automate a reminder or incentivize your subscribers 
to complete their purchase.

Don’t forget about your unengaged subscribers! Our clients have found 
that it’s much cheaper and easier to reengage inactive subscribers 
than it is to acquire new ones. Plus, reengagement campaigns allow 
you to identify those subscribers who should be removed from your 
list—helping you improve deliverability rates, maintain clean data, and 
improve your sender reputation.

Strategies for retaining your subscribers:

Win-back: Win-back campaigns reengage subscribers who haven’t 
made a purchase for an extended period of time, incentivizing them to 
renew their relationship with the company.

Reengagement: Reengagement campaigns reinforce your company’s 
value proposition, determine why subscribers lost interest, and identify 
those who no longer wish to receive messages. 




